
 

  



Welcome to the July 2017 edition of Indie Hell Zone, your local amateur site on indie games, now in 

collectable PDF form. This edition is currently the longest so far, mainly because of the Dream Diary Jam, 

a game jam that I looked at for the first two weeks of July. Each game discussed has at least one page 

dedicated to it, with a basic rundown and some screenshots. Even if you’re not interested in that stuff, 

there’s still some games outside of the jam that I looked at for that month. 

July was also the month where the Patreon started taking off thanks to some friends! I hope to continue 

producing content and showing off games that you may have never heard about! 

The cover for this month depicts Radiget from Magic Wand, taking a nap which I guess is a reference to 

the Dream Diary Jam. 
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DREAM DIARY JAM 

 

(Art by Doc Saturn) 

The Dream Diary Jam was a game jam hosted on itch.io from May 31 to June 28. It was a game 

jam dedicated to Yume Nikki, the cult RPG Maker game about exploring a girl’s dreams. Yume Nikki 

already has a decent fangame culture and this jam encouraged its growth as a celebration of the game’s 

13th birthday (also the 10th birthday of the game’s final update). The whole thing was hosted by Doc 

Saturn, better known as pinkuboa on tumblr, who’s a known figure for the site’s general RPG Maker 

community. So, big thanks to them for arranging all of this! 

I played and wrote about the entries of the game jam for the first two weeks of July. This 

month’s collection contains almost all the things I wrote about, as I’ve chosen to omit two games from 

this. One game was a Linux one that I only briefly acknowledged in my ramblings since I couldn’t play it 

(sorry, nee). The second game was made by minors and was of questionable quality and given the 

internet’s tendency to bully minors over things that aren’t amazing from the get-go, I don’t want to 

paint a target on them – but hey if you fellas are reading this, keep at it, I believe in you. 

Also, an important thing to mention is that a few of these games updated between the time I 

originally wrote about them to the publication of this. Some of these games will likely have more 

content when you get around to playing them yourself. I will also add that some of these games have 

additional screenshots; games with more screenshots aren’t indicative of preference, I’m just trying to 

fill out blank space where a screenshot could fit without ruining its quality. 

 

  



You&me 

 

you&me is brought to you by nyrator. While the game in its current form is an obvious beta, the 

game introduces an interesting premise. Rather than the main character living on their lonesome as in 

usual Yume Nikki fangames, the heroine Yarn is living in a room with her sister, Nyla. Instead of 

accessing dreams through a web, Yarn's dreams are to be based off of conversations with Nyla, which 

exists in beta form as Nyla simply setting variables for you. Through this system, the dreams could be 

more personal and a (literal) exploration of the relationship between the sisters. This is something that 

could be really interesting and I look forward to seeing it developed further! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://nyrator.itch.io/you-n-me


The Dream Di@ry 

 

The Dream Di@ry, by farfin, is a Yume Nikki fangame that's based off Cinderella Girls, that 

Idolmaster thing. 

I know fuck-all about this stuff, so I wasn't sure what to expect going in. The art for the game is 

super cute and the music is great - though, I'm not sure if it's original music or remixes of Idolmaster 

stuff. It also succeeds in feeling like a Yume Nikki fangame, as I feel that it manages to get the 

exploration down. Overall, it's a hit that comes out of left field. However, even though I liked this, I feel 

that I would have had a better appreciation if I knew anything about Idolmaster. 

 

https://farfin.itch.io/the-dream-diary


Manda no Yume 

 

Manda no Yume's made by LaytonLoztew. While it's currently incomplete, there's five main 

worlds and nine Effects to collect. 

While the main game is classic Yume Nikki fangame fare, the game has some more 

nontraditional elements. The game embraces the use of combining Effects by equipping them as left-

hand and right-hand Effects, which is a mechanic that is barely used in a few more well-established 

games. There are currently at least 21 Effect combinations and while much of it is cosmetic, I still 

appreciate that that this mechanic sees more use.  There's also a talking NPC that also acts as a hint 

system, which is a rare thing, if not a first. Also of note, I really like the game's UI, it's pretty neat! Really, 

more fangames should have more visual menus like the one in this game. 

 

https://laytonloztew.itch.io/manda-no-yume


Take the Veil 

 

Clinginglies brings Take the Veil, intending to create a full game but only managing to create a 

demo for the Dream Diary Jam. In Take the Veil, you play as a goat with psychic powers named Ulysses, 

who can transport himself into the Fourth Dimension where he must pull ethereal crosses. 

Clinginglies has had experience making RPG Maker games influenced by Yume Nikki and it really 

shows. The demo feels really fleshed out, with what's there showing off nice art and music. The 

atmosphere of Take the Veil is superb, from the lonely walk in the rain to the abandoned campsite to 

the somber graveyard. It also works effectively as a demo, showing off enough of the world that made 

me question it and look forward to seeing more of. I really think Clinginglies did a fantastic job with the 

time that was available! 

 

https://clinginglies.itch.io/take-the-veil


Mementos 

 

Mementos is by adanteallegro, about someone named Pure trapped in a dream world. Or, to be 

more accurate, about a whole village that's trapped in a dream world. The premise revolves around a 

village that was assaulted by a black mist that sent everyone into a dream state. The only way out for 

the inhabitants is to go deeper into the dreams and collect all the Mementos. It's a quest that no one's 

succeeded or walked away from, but Pure decides to take up that task. 

The game has a unique art style compared to many fangames, most things looking painted or 

drawn. The music, while not the usual ambient fare you expect from Yume Nikki games, are nice 

melodies. I'd say that it's more fitting of the vibe of the game, which feels like an adventure rather than 

a game of surreal introspection. It's incomplete, but I look forward to seeing more, like the fates of other 

villagers that tried to dive deeper as well as that of Pure's sister. 

 

https://adanteallegro.itch.io/mementos


Passing By 

 

Passing By is by jpegurl, focusing on a young girl named Wren and her travels on a train. Her 

motives for her traveling is unclear, though there's a hidden off area that could provide some clues. 

Wren travels by selecting a destination for the train and taking a seat to wait until it arrives at its 

destination. From there, she can go out and explore, with a handy whistle that transports her back. The 

game's sort of your standard Yume Nikki fare, though it more explicitly embraces the wanderlust aspect 

of these games. That area I mentioned above also sorta works as a good narrative hook to get me to 

wonder what Wren's deal is. 

 

https://jpegurl.itch.io/passing-by


Moon Cradle 

 

Moon Cradle is by Kometaf, who's not only new to game making but also isn't a native English 

speaker, so don't be judgmental going in! 

The game revolves around a girl named Alice, who dreams of being a space captain. Instead of a 

standard Nexus, Alice enters a dream spaceship manned by crew members, from which she can head 

down to a planet. Alice can collect Mods to give her spacesuit abilities. The game also introduces a 

different sort of collectible with the goal of assembling a space crew, via seeking out NPCs. I really think 

this could be an interesting idea. Maybe acquiring crew members can be more involved than collecting 

Mods, like doing sidequests for them or whatever. I'm not sure what this could ultimately be working 

towards or why Alice dreams of being in a spaceship specifically, but I suppose those answers could 

come in the future. 

 

 

 

 

https://kometaf.itch.io/moon-cradle


DO YOU THINK THIS IS A GAME? 

 

Pyromantic is making a game called Dream Eater, which has pretty art. Dream Eater is not the 

game she submitted for the jam, though. 

Instead, she delivers a game that is an absolute shitpost and it's kinda glorious. I feel that saying 

anything more would spoil the jokes, but that's all there really is to the game: jokes. Has the game 

succeeded in its goal of being a shitpost, though? Absolutely. 

 

 

http://pyromantic-arts.tumblr.com/tagged/dream-eater-game
https://pyromantic.itch.io/ddjgame


Nocti 

 

Nocti is a game by Nuxill, revolving around the titular girl who has the ability to transport herself 

to another world through a nearby tree. 

This game is notable in that it seems to be one of the few traditional-ish entries that uses the 

RPG Maker MV engine instead of the old guard of 2000/2003/VX. The engine's bigger tiles lend the 

game a crisp look, even if not overly detailed. The gameplay is otherwise traditional Yume Nikki fare, but 

there simply isn't a lot of this stuff on MV, so it's nice to see. 

 

https://nuxill.itch.io/nocti-jam-version


Onohi 

 

And speaking of RPG Maker MV, another Yume Nikki fangame using that engine is Onohi by 

remyripple. 

You play as a girl named Ike Maka, who looks like a despondent student in the real world but 

becomes a happy free spirit in her dream world. I suppose that there's this escapist angle in the game. 

There isn't a lot to the demo, but still, congrats on getting this done! 

Also, a quick word of advice for this game and well, anyone starting out with MV in general: 

please delete all the project files that aren't used in your game before publishing! MV doesn't run on an 

RTP but instead insists on having all their default tilesets/sound/etc in every new project, which 

unnecessarily bloats your project sizes. Remember to clean it up to make things convenient! 

 

 

 

 

https://remyripple.itch.io/onohi


 

Mesonoxian 

 

Mesonoxian is by Wambysock, delivering a traditional Yume Nikki experience. Its protagonist, 

Tyran, daydreams at his desk and saves by sleeping in bed, which is backwards from the usual 

experience, but whatever. 

The equivalent of Effects in this game are Influences, scattered across the few areas that the 

demo has to offer. This game introduces one of my favorite "Killing Effects" across all these fangames, 

the Occult Influence, with the acquisition and associated event implying that Tyran could be a cult 

inductee. It's a Killing Effect that implies a backstory moreso than the usual tool with little context 

behind it; it also not being a usual tool is also fresh. 

While Mesonoxian isn't finished, what's there of the classic Yume Nikki fangame experience is 

done right. The atmosphere of the game's areas is solid and everything looks nice. I'm looking forward 

to any future updates this could have. 

 

 

https://wambysock.itch.io/mesonoxian


 

Album 

 

Album is by violinistsMetronome and it is another game made in RPG Maker MV. Unlike the 

other MV fangames introduced in the jam though, this game takes full advantage of the engine's 

advertised multi-platform features and is playable in the browser. By the looks of things, it's the only 

entry in the jam that can be played in the browser. 

Instead of the usual young characters, you actually play as an old woman named Ethel. The 

game progresses through her picking up an old photo album and falling asleep to access her dream 

world. To me it creates this narrative of an old woman dreaming of the past, which I think is a neat 

concept. There's unfortunately not a lot to play around with, so I'm hoping that it gets worked on more! 

It'd be nice to see more browser fangames out there! 

 

 

 

https://violinistsmetronome.itch.io/album


 

Fissure 

 

Fissure is by Meaka and it is a story of a guy who has a huge fissure tear itself open in his wall, 

opening a gate leading to different worlds. 

The game differentiates itself stylistically through its art. While there are some maps that use 

tiles (notably one that uses VX Ace's default tilesets), much of the maps utilize parallax mapping. Whole 

areas are backgrounds with collisions placed, the unnamed protagonist wandering on a canvas. I do like 

the art for these places, they seem vibrant and something to stick with if this gets updated more. 

Also, a personal note to the creator: there's no need to apologize like you did in the game page. 

You should be proud of yourself! Be proud that you tried and put something out for people to enjoy! Be 

proud of your art, your time, your effort! 

 

https://meaka.itch.io/fissure


sleepless 

 

Sleepless is by littleslime, following an unnamed boy stuck in his room. He actually has an 

explicit reason not to leave, being a hospital patient who is not yet well. He spends his days reading 

books and eventually falling asleep to them, apparently. 

Sleepless is sort of by-the-books gameplay-wise, though I like its art style. The game's use of 

colors is real nice, the overall color schemes sort of establishing the dreams as somewhat peaceful, 

especially the maiden area. The mapping is a bit confusing when it comes to stairs, but otherwise I like 

these maps. 

 

https://littleslime.itch.io/sleepless


Dream Arena 

 

Dream Arena by SN777Divinus is an unusual entry for the game jam. Instead of being a fangame 

based off of Yume Nikki's concepts, it's based directly off of Yume Nikki itself. Furthermore, it's a fighting 

game made in Unity, a far cry from the usual genres and engines these fangames have. 

It's also more of a prototype than a proper demo. All it consists of is two extremely pixelated 

Madotsukis fighting each other on a White Desert stage, provided by Outlander. It sort of does that 

Smash thing where you get launched farther by hits the more damage you take. You control the normal 

Madotsuki, which didn't exactly feel smooth. My short look just kinda consisted of the grayscale 

Madotsuki beating the shit out of me because man is she unrelenting, so props to the AI programming. 

Ultimately, the game is just a prototype - a prototype for something completely outside the 

normal fangame experience, so you shouldn't come in expecting a complete fighting game experience. 

This prototype is nice to see though and it'd be nice to see it improve. 

 

 

 

 

https://sn777divinus.itch.io/dream-arena


XV 

 

XV is by Cosmic Latte Games (though the itch.io creator page is of the same name as the game). 

The game initially seems like a normal Yume Nikki fangame, but shortly after starting, it's clear that the 

game is unconventional. 

You play as a detective holed up in their room. The game's menu is presented as them looking 

through their files, the Effects equivalent being Evidence to track down. This detective takes an 

unorthodox approach in their methods by tracking down what they need through their dream world. 

Throughout the dream world is not just Evidence, but supposed witnesses to this mysterious 

crime the protagonist is investigating. These witnesses give clues on the identity of the perpetrator, with 

the grand puzzle of figuring out what the truth is (hint: there are multiple versions of two certain pieces 

of Evidence). XV's whole investigative angle keeps the experience engaging; it gives a greater sense that 

you're working toward something and it makes the usual Yume Nikki atmosphere feel like a mystery - a 

surreal mystery, but a mystery. Not to mention, the whole overarching puzzle looming over the game 

instead of the usual "use Effect here" puzzles that's usually custom is great. So far, it's just a demo, but 

it's a real excellent demo. 

 

https://xv.itch.io/xv
https://cosmic-latte-games.itch.io/


Bunte Märchenträume 

 

This game is by KCM Ego, its title roughly translating to Colorful Fairytale Dreams. It's a name 

that really gets straight to the point; you play as a girl named Ilyse who's bored with her waking life and 

prefers exploring her fairytale-like dreams. This direction is solidified by the game's music choices. 

Instead of the usual ambiance or minimalist noise, the game's soundtrack feels like something you'd 

expect from a fantasy RPG - for Ilyse, her dreams are an adventure. 

This game is definitely one of the best-looking ones to come out of the jam. The art is gorgeous 

and I can tell that a lot of time and care was put into it. I especially love the red town, it's just so dang 

vibrant. Really, the only issue I had with the art is that it doesn't properly take account for when the 

maps loop. Definitely something on my "looking forward to updates" list. 

 

 

 

 

https://kcm-ego.itch.io/bunte-mrchentrume


Insomnus 

 

Insomnus, by HardCodedValue, is a bit unusual in that while the game is a traditional-styled 

Yume Nikki fangame, it's made in GameMaker rather than RPG Maker. And no matter how many people 

think that Undertale is an RPG Maker game, the two engines are wildly different from each other. 

A problem that I had with the game that I just couldn't ignore is that the world is too sprawling 

for the character's speed. It's just sort of maddening. Despite the speed problem though, the engine's 

pretty solid. Aside from one visual bug I saw, the game controls alright and the save system works. 

But hey, as far as I know, this is the first traditional game made on GameMaker, so there aren’t 

really any rules established. I'm curious about the potential this game can have, as GameMaker can 

effectively do more than RPG Maker, as it lacks the engine's restrictions. Hoping to see more come out 

of this in the future! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://hardcodedvalue.itch.io/insomnus


Trade Effluent 

 

Trade Effluent is by claufiersoft, a game made in MV that brings a different take on the 

dreaming formula. 

You're just dropped right into the game with no context whatsoever, your starting position 

being completely random. There's no context for the game's Effects either, as instead of being gained 

from specific items or NPCs, they're gifted by interchangeable present boxes, whose contents are 

randomized each playthrough. With all these random elements, I'd argue that the game feels like a 

crossing of Yume Nikki and similar cult dream exploration game, LSD: Dream Emulator. 

The maps sort of vary, but there are definitely some interesting ideas. What fascinates me is the 

occasional usage of still images of 3D models as part of the environment, which is definitely something I 

haven't really seen before. I sort of wish there were more maps added to the mix, but I think this was 

neat. 

 

 

 

 

https://claufiersoft.itch.io/trade-effluent


Madotsuki’s Story 

 

Madotsuki's Story is by Ebriosus Beati, existing in a rather limited form as the creator did not 

finish everything they wanted before the deadline. Like, it was literally submitted around 20 minutes 

before the deadline. 

Like Dream Arena, this game is directly based off of Yume Nikki. Madotsuki's Story is a 

sidescrolling adventure game. However, in the case of the version for the Dream Diary Jam, there isn't 

really any content, as the only thing you can do is go to sleep. The developer is intent on working on this 

further though and they have a track record of making games, so I guess you can expect more in the 

future! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://ebriosus.itch.io/madotsukis-story


 

Moonlit Lobby 

 

Moonlit Lobby is by HOX, a monochrome feline-filled game that gives an unorthodox take on the 

Yume Nikki formula. 

A cat named Harley wanders the streets of a Roaring Twenties-esque setting, taking refuge from 

the rain at a hotel. A couple allows him to room with them - on the account that he entertains them 

with stories. Instead of dream sequences, you sort of travel in a world representing the storytelling 

process. The narratives in these worlds aren't vague like usual games - in fact, the goal is to figure out 

the narrative through approaching set pieces and interacting with NPCs, sometimes using the game's 

Effect equivalent to unearth more story. 

Tying into the game's setting is the game's soundtrack. No ambiance here, but jazzy tunes. I 

particularly like the song when you're in the areas that tells a story about aliens, which has an 

appropriate sci-fi movie score spin on it. This and the well-done monochrome art creates a strong 

aesthetic that gives Moonlit Lobby a distinct personality. Even if it's incomplete, the game's a gem. 

 

 

https://bithox.itch.io/moonlit-lobby


No Outlet 

 

No Outlet is a game by budgeri. The game was worked on before the jam properly started (I'm 

guessing because of personal obligations?), but it was worked on in the same number of days as the jam 

would have gone on for, so it's still legit! 

A girl named Mint accesses a dream world through her cabinet. like stepping into Narnia. Aside 

from that premise, the game plays kinda traditionally. Honestly, I don't really have a lot to say on this 

game. Of course, this is a demo like most of the other games, so it's safe to assume that there'd be more 

content in the future. 

 

https://budgeri.itch.io/no-outlet


Family 

 

Family is brought to us by Land of Obscure Potatoes. Much like many of the games, Family 

currently exists in demo form. The game follows a family that finds themselves trapped in their home for 

whatever reason. The family's Mother thus decides to spend the time dreaming. 

The game is somewhat traditional, while also introducing some quality of life features. The 

Mother has no need for a dream diary, capable of saving in dream whenever you need it. Family also has 

the neat idea of putting NPCs that can teleport you to fixed, previously explored locations, which is 

pretty useful for backtracking. 

I think the game's sense of aesthetics is great. While the game's music isn't the creator's own, I 

think it's a good selection. It's a nice variety, ranging from a frantic surreal tune for the Witch's Hut and 

some classy music for the Art Museum, it really helps make the game feel different. I like the shape the 

game's in so far, so I'd like to see the next version that the creator recommends we wait for. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://land-of-obscure-potatoes.itch.io/family


Food Diary 

 

You know who Guy Fieri is, right? The Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives man that preaches of a holy 

place called Flavor Town? Do you ever think if Flavor Town is real? Well, it's certainly a place of dreams 

in _brushie's Food Diary. 

You play as the legendary hero, Guy Fieri, exploring a small fantasy land to reach Flavor Town. 

There's no need to finagle with menus ever, as you can switch through the game's few Effects with E and 

Q. There are a few collectible items that helps move the game along to the end, which is different 

depending on whether or not you've collected everything. 

There's no saving, but with how short the game is, it's a non-issue. I think the control scheme's a 

bit odd for this sort of game, but overall the pursuit of flavor is a good experience. Everything looks nice 

and the game plays smoothly, which is honestly surprising because I expected this game to just be a Guy 

Fieri themed shitpost. Well, it still kinda is, but it's a great shitpost. 

https://brushie.itch.io/fooddiary


Mado Pof! 

 

Mado Paf! is by davidgd72k and it's a Yume Nikki themed version of this game. You play as 

Madotsuki, running back and forth to launch her knife to break up nondescript cubes and spheres with 

eyeballs on them. These break into smaller versions when they collide into Madotsuki's knife or the trail 

it leaves behind. The first level tasks you with breaking all the objects on screen. Then the next level is 

just an infinite level where you have to get as many points as you can before running out of lives. While I 

don't think it's too interesting, it's the dev's first game and it was a pretty okay attempt! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://davidgd72k.itch.io/mado-paf
https://www.amakasoft.com/juegos/super-paf.html


Awaits;10H 

 

Awaits;10H is a game by K437 and it's intended to be a prequel to a game they've already been 

making, Hikensha. A boy named Yarishi seems to be moving into a new home, with some strange things 

happening around it. But of course, you'll be spending most of the game in his dreams. 

While there are the usual Effects, the main goal is to collect a seed in each main area. Said seeds 

are just sort of scattered around, though one is placed more thoughtfully in a teleport maze. There are 

also some optional side areas to go to that offers small, interesting events. 

As the creator puts it, the game is just meant to act as an introduction. While I think the main 

areas are par for the course, the side ones are interesting and they help contextualize some stuff on the 

main character, so it effectively works as a prequel! 

 

https://k437.itch.io/awaits10h


<Closure> 

 

<Closure> is by Spired, a traditional game where you play as a boy named Markus. His 

apartment is strangely technological, controlling things in his room through a panel. However, unlocking 

his door is fruitless, so all he can do is sleep and look out toward the city (which is how he saves). 

The game as it is so far is kinda simple and there isn't too much available. I honestly don't have 

too much to say about it so far. I do like the event to get the Implosion Effect though, it's kinda cool. 

Also, I found a glitch that created two different Markuses walking around and I love it. 

 

https://spired.itch.io/closure


Dream Journey 

 

Dream Journey is by Clockwork Prince, which for some reason can't be downloaded from the 

game's page without a password. You play as a person traveling on a subway, accessing the dream world 

through taking naps. The character is pretty ambiguous, as I'm pretty sure "MC" is a placeholder name. 

There's also a Boy and a Girl Effect in the game and given their ambiguous default appearance, they may 

as well be neither. 

Like a lot of traditional experiences, I don't have a lot to say about it, other than the fact that it's 

done well. Like other games from this jam, it's unfinished, as evident by traffic cones blocking off 

different areas. I do like how the game looks (especially the star field area) so it'd be neat to see more of 

this in the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://itch.io/jam/dream-diary-jam/rate/153625


Miskatonic Diaries 

 

Miskatonic Diaries (or, garbagegirls looking at the game's files) is by moga, a game made in RPG 

Maker MV. There is no title screen, the game just dropping you right in when the game starts. You see 

the game is framed by a fish-eye lens monitor, creating a sense that you're observing the main character 

rather than controlling her. She heads to sleep and explores her dream world for items to add to a 

collection, a radius of light brightening the tiles around her in a gloomy looking world. 

The game gets a lot of use out of visual effects to go along with its aesthetics. Aside from the 

monitor UI and the light radius around the main character, there are animated parallax backgrounds, 

creating rooms with flickering light or making what looks like a giant organ come alive. I follow the artist 

on tumblr and they dabble with screwy visual effects, usually glitch art, so I expected the art of the game 

to be befitting of their work and they really delivered. 

I don't really consider Yume Nikki to be a horror game, but a lot of people do and plenty of 

fangames end up going down that route. Out of all the games I've played in the Dream Diary Jam, the 

general aesthetics of Miskatonic Diaries has me consider this to be the game closest to Yume Nikki's 

perceived ideal. Like everything else, this is a demo, but it's an interesting demo and I consider it a must 

play! 

https://moga.itch.io/miskatonicdiaries


Halcyon 

 

Halcyon is a traditional game made in VX Ace by Pionpi. You play as a girl named Fio, exploring 

her dreams as she sees herself. The game's got some nice background parallaxes, though like a lot of the 

overly traditional fangames, I don't have a lot more to say. Still, good job for what's there! 

 

 

 

 

https://itch.io/jam/dream-diary-jam/rate/155537


Ruler’s Reign 

 

Ruler's Reign is an unusual game by Stellalune. While the other games in the jam were made in 

well-established engines, Ruler's Reign runs on the Godot Game Engine, which I've never heard of until 

now. Apparently, it's free and open-sourced, so maybe it's something to check out if you're interested in 

playing around with different tools. 

Ruler's Reign further establishes its identity with its aesthetics. There are no sprites, there are no 

drawn graphics. Rather, the game uses photos and old art, stuck together like you're playing around in a 

collage. Your main character, for instance, is from a lithographic fashion plate made in 1881, her starting 

bedroom a depiction of Queen Mary's bedroom in some book. Stellalune was kind enough to add a text 

document with links to their art sources and it's pretty interesting stuff to look up. The gameplay is sort 

of standard Yume Nikki stuff on a different playing field, but the game's presentation ultimately gives it a 

unique identity that makes playing it worthwhile. 

 

 

https://stellalune.itch.io/rulers-reign
https://godotengine.org/
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O146470
https://www.flickr.com/photos/britishlibrary/11259498985/


Hentekorin 

 

And so, to end off the Dream Diary Jam coverage, we look at Zemmi's Hentekorin. Looking at the 

game, you can tell that there are unique qualities before you even play it. It's a game in Unity and while 

it embraces the top-down exploration aspect of Yume Nikki, it takes place in 3D space; though, the 

characters and some of the objects are 2D, flipping around like Paper Mario characters. While 

conceptually it's based off of Yume Nikki, it's evocative of other weird 3D exploration games, like the 

works of Cicada Marionette. 

You start out as an old man that looks like a piece of collage art, who dreams by sitting down in 

a chair. Within the dream world, he takes the form of a young boy - and there are more forms to 

acquire. It's more involved than the usual Effect gathering process, as instead of being set out in the 

world, you have to activate a shrine of some sort by fulfilling a goal. For instance, one form - gained by 

sacrificing some of the local NPCs to the shrine - was some red fish that gave you the ability to jump, 

which is pretty valuable in a 3D space. 

Speaking of which, the game being in 3D kinda creates a more impactful environment, if that 

makes sense. There's a greater sense of depth in the world that you can't get with a 2D game. Like, you 

can feel when you are high up and get a sense of how far you'd drop down, which is something that 

requires perspective trickery in a 2D game. 

https://zemmi.itch.io/hentekorin


Also, this game has the greatest method of "waking up," which is turning into a fucking house. It 

has this sense of zaniness to it; in fact, the game sort of had this wacky weirdness that I rarely saw in 

other games I've played for the past two weeks. Sometimes dreams can just be silly, you know? This 

tone, the mish-mash of graphics and the 3D space culminates in a great experience that I recommend 

that you try out. 

I really hope that this game gets worked on more in the future. Heck, more surreal 3D 

exploration games would be great in general. I guess when it comes to Yume Nikki games, the only other 

known 3D one was Yume Nikki 3D, so you know, it'd be fascinating to see more. 

 

 

  



PIXEL SESSION VOLUME 1 
Warning: The link in this article leads to a game page that could be a concern to those that are 

photosensitive; in fact, if you have epilepsy, the game won't be accommodating of that. :( 

 

(Descent) 

Usually, my review-ish articles tend to be on one game. However, I've spent the last two weeks 

looking at a whole bunch of games each article for the sake of a game jam - so why stop now? Today, I'm 

taking a look at not one game, but a whole collection of them. So, let's talk about Pixel Session Volume 

1! 

Pixel Session Vol. 1 is a collection of five small games developed in PICO-8 by Trasevol_Dog. 

Available for $2, the collection delivers small arcade-like games full of trippy colors and good times, all 

controllable with the mere arrow keys, Z, and X. 

Upon downloading and extracting the collection's folder, you'll see that only one game, Descent, 

is available, while the others are locked into their own compressed files. No problem, just gotta extract 

those too, right? Well, it's not that simple. These files are actually password protected, with the 

https://trasevol-dog.itch.io/pixel-session-vol1
https://trasevol-dog.itch.io/pixel-session-vol1
https://trasevol-dog.itch.io/


password to one game being given by achieving a B rank on the preceding game. I've played a bunch of 

score-based arcade games on this blog before, but this is the first one that I've run into with actual 

stakes, which is real neat. Of course, if you can't meet the ranking requirements, the creator was kind 

enough to put "cheat codes" into the folder that'll let you unlock those games. 

Descent 

I'm looking at these in order, so I'm going to start off with Descent. You play as a little pixel 

person on top of a continually rising tower of "Z" and "X" blocks, threatening to smash you against the 

ceiling. You press the button corresponding to the block immediately below you to break it and buy 

yourself more time, seems simple. 

At the same time though, a bunch of projectiles will start bouncing from the sides of the 

screens, so you'll also have to run and jump all over the place. It's a juggling game, trying to dodge all 

this while trying to focus on the rising blocks (which will also hurt you if you press the wrong button in 

panic). The blocks disappearing will also mess with the trajectories of the projectiles, so you'll need to 

pay close attention, or you'll end up jumping into one. Descent is real easy to grasp, though the game 

gets kinda disorienting with the colors and screenshaking, which made it harder to focus on the 

projectiles. In fact, expect a lot of disorientation from these games, as they'll be something to get used 

to. 

My Score: 702 

Lightner 

 
(Lightner and B1gBr0th3r) 

In Lightner, you play as a fellow exuding a rainbow radiance, fighting against squids (I guess) 

eating things up with an aura of darkness that lunge toward you when you get too close. To combat 

them, you throw out a disc by holding Z, a chain of lightning connecting you to it. The disc collides with 

an enemy and they get purified, becoming non-hostile NPCs; however, anything that collides with the 



lightning chain will also get purified. While the disc moves independently as long as you're holding Z, you 

can adjust the position and length of the chain while moving around, so you'll often resort to bringing 

the chain straight into enemies instead of depending on the disc alone. Let me tell ya, taking out a whole 

bunch of squids with a sweep of the chain is satisfying. 

A new wave of hostile squids spawn in after the last is cleared. They will sometimes lunge at the 

non-hostile squids, removing them from play. This is a concern because you get a point bonus for each 

individual non-hostile squid on screen when a wave is cleared, the bonus increasing with each wave. 

This sort of creates a hidden timer, as you'll need to get rid of the enemies before they get rid of your 

point bonuses. 

Lightner actually ended up being the game I was best at out of all of these, even though I 

personally prefer a later game. The squids telegraph where they spawn, so you can easily get in place to 

not only avoid them, but to set up nice electric traps to get a bunch of them in one fell swoop. 

My Score: 1128 

B1gBr0th3r 

In B1gBr0th3r. you are in constant free fall as a big eye watches you, dark beams raining down 

from the sky as you grab words approved by the eye. You come in contact with a word and you 

disengage, the word disappearing. You go for the green words and after collecting a certain number of 

them, you advance a level, the eye judging you in a trippy transition sequence before you get kicked 

onward, where an additional death beam starts terrorizing you. Of course, don't have to wait to be 

terrorized by multiple beams, as touching a disapproved red word causes a whole bunch to come down 

in retaliation. 

Visually, this game was the most interesting. The shifting visuals of the background emphasizes 

your free fall, the shifting of the eye connoting a powerful malevolence as the death rays rain down. 

There's this oppressive feeling in the game, which is befitting of the game's title/theme, especially with 

how the watchful eye is presented in the level transitions. 

Unfortunately for me, I had to resort to looking at the next game's code in the cheat code file. 

The game is interesting, but I just couldn't earn the winning score properly. I feel that by the fourth 

level, the beams were kinda overwhelming. There were too many places where they were coming down 

and I couldn't properly time how to weave through them. I sort of found this game to be frustrating to 

the point of not being very fun. I will maintain however that the game really knocks it when it comes to 

presentation. 

My Score: 44 (C) 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Charging Panic 

 

(Charging Panic and Chroma Cannon) 

Charging Panic is a game where you have to charge up batteries. There are just too many 

batteries to handle, however, so you have the nifty ability of creating a clone of yourself. For each 

charged battery, you can create an additional clone, capping at 16. Each battery has a set of buttons in 

front of it that must be pressed down to charge it up; if there's at least one person holding a button 

down, it won't charge, but the battery doesn't drain either. If three batteries drain completely, it's game 

over. 

Of course, there's a catch in that death balls start flying in from the sides of the screen and while 

you are invincible, your clones very much aren't. You can create an explosion around yourself to keep 

these balls from disrupting the charging progress, but this in itself can also disrupt things, as any clone 

near you when you pop off also dies. This problem is a double-edged sword however, as clones will 

never move off a button until its battery is fully charged and you may want to find yourself in situations 

where you want to move a clone elsewhere. As the game progresses, batteries requiring more buttons 

to be held down also start popping up. It eventually gets to the point that 16 clones will not enough to 

charge all batteries onscreen by themselves. 

This game ends up being a sort of strategy game, the late game forcing you to think of where to 

allocate resources and what should be prioritized. Say that one of those death balls clears through a 

pack of clones charging a battery. Would you respawn a full squad of them to get back to charging it? 

Maybe put just one there so you can have the rest help charge up a battery that needs more members? 

An issue that I kind of had with the game is the priorities of your clones. If there are a bunch of 

batteries near each other, a spawned clone will just head toward the one closest to it - even if a nearby 

battery is on the verge of breaking down. Sometimes spawned clones preferred to follow me instead of 

holding down a button, which is sweet and all but damn. Overall though, this game's pretty solid and 



once I started getting a hang of clone allocation, I got really into it. In fact, I actually consider Charging 

Panic to be my favorite out of the bunch. There's just this frantic mood to the game that helped make it 

more engaging than the others, at least to me. 

My Score: 109 

Chroma Cannon 

Ending off the collection is Chroma Cannon. You control a cannon in the center of a spiraling 

void, rotating around to shoot at colored worms. You have to be the same color as the worms to destroy 

them, so you have to switch your color regularly. Every 1000 points, the color palette switches and the 

worms seem to get more aggressive. 

...and that's really all there is to it. I honestly consider it to be the most straightforward game. 

The color changing mechanic is easy enough to manage, so the game just sort of boils down to just 

shooting enemies. I mean, there's nothing inherently wrong with this and I had more fun with this than 

the more interesting B1gBr0th3r, but it feels weird to end off the collection with this game, especially 

after the frantic and demanding Charging Panic. It's good, but anti-climactic, if that makes sense. 

My Score: 12127 

 

 

Trasevol_Dog's collection shows off nice variety and it's a good showcase of their skill and what 

you can do with the PICO-8 engine. The visuals throughout these games were also real pretty, though 

they are flawed in that they make the games inaccessible to some people. 

Despite a few gripes, I think Pixel Session Vol. 1 is fantastic overall, especially at its asking price. 

And while we're on the subject of throwing money to the developer, I also suggest checking out 

their Patreon! They're a full-time indie dev and I'm sure that they'll appreciate any help and support 

that's thrown their way! 

  

https://www.patreon.com/trasevol_dog


CEMENT MIXER SIMULATOR 2003 
Let's briefly talk about simulator games. There was that trend of legitimate simulator games, 

play versions of legitimate real-life stuff, like Train Simulator and Eurotruck Simulator. Then, there was 

the trend of jokes. The trend of simulator games that were extremely exaggerated jokes. What best 

represents that trend is definitely Goat Simulator, famed meme game. 

 

Cement Mixer Simulator 2003 meanwhile is a perfectly legitimate experience in cement mixing. 

This game is made by claufiersoft, who, if you're a regular reader of this blog, may recognize as the 

person behind the Trade Effluent game from the Dream Diary Jam. 

You start the game out in what seems to be an apartment complex, acting as a hub of sorts. 

Presumably, you have just woken up to go to your job - truly, it's a game that embraces realism. The 

game's realistic to the point that it embraces the mundane aspects of life, walking around to get to 

places you need to be and meeting up with locals. While the world doesn't look realistic per se, it's 

stylized enough to make things look interesting, especially for a certain building which I'm sure was 

made with the finest cement. 

Honestly, I'm not sure if I should be saying any more on the game. Cement mixing is one of 

those things that you should try for yourself firsthand. 

While I won't say a lot, the game left me wishing for more. A game about cement mixing was 

unexpectedly more interesting than I thought there was. According to the dev's tumblr, they don't really 

have anything more planned for the game so far, but they're working on other games similar to it. I, for 

one, welcome to more cement mixing games in the future. 

https://claufiersoft.itch.io/cms03
https://scitydreamer.wordpress.com/2017/07/12/the-dream-diary-jam-look-over-part-3/


LAST WORD 

 

Whitty Gawship, a company photographer, finds herself at the estate owned by Professor 

Chatters, linguist and military inventor, seemingly to enjoy a party. She gets herself acquainted with the 

other guests, well-to-do folks with more pun names based on talking, but soon finds herself in a conflict 

with one of mankind's greatest weapons: the discourse. 

Last Word is a game made in RPG Maker XP, where conflicts are verbal battles and having the 

final say is law. It's by Twelve Tiles, development primarily led by Lannie "Merlandese" Neely III. A 

version of the game was originally made for Indie Game Maker Contest 2014 (available here for free; 

also, Photobucket is bad), while this updated Steam version was released for $9.99 in 2015. 

The plot advances as Whitty gossips around the house, finding new topics and improving her 

understanding of them to get more information out of guests. She finds herself acquainted with the 

drama of aristocrats, militarism and The Mouth - the weapon that Chatters created to aid the military 

and keep all the guests in line. Chatters further confides in her a mission: to find the word, a mystical 

word that ends all debate. 

Discourse holds a special place in the world of Last Word. Having the final say in a conversation 

holds ultimate persuasive power. It's why the mystical word in the latter half of the story's so important 

- you're pretty much the god of negotiations. I sort of find the importance of discourse in the game 

https://rpgmaker.net/games/6610/


funny. Like, consider the fact that the party guests are trapped in the estate. It's not because they're 

physically stopped, but because The Mouth (essentially a one-way intercom) just tells them not to leave 

and nobody can talk back. It's absurd and I love it. It's a shame that online discourse today can't be this 

fun; everyone's just mad as hell and the discourse never goes anymore. 

So, what is the discourse? It's a battle system of a sort. It's a game of reverse tug-of-war, a bar at 

the bottom representing who has the upper hand in the debate, victory dependent on which end of the 

bar the conversation shifts. Your character's level factors in by determining where the debate starts out, 

with your higher-level opponents having the conversation thrust more to the losing side and vice versa if 

you're better than them. However, unless your opponent is hideously overleveled compared to you and 

you have no skills to back you, you can beat anyone with a good sense of strategy. 

 

The debates play out by selecting moves in three categories: Disruptive, Submissive and 

Aggressive. Disruptive moves could slightly move the talk in your favor and generates power, which 

Submissive moves are dependent on. Submissive moves in turn creates tact, which powers up the 

Aggressive moves that moves the debate bar more significantly. However, you also have to be mindful 

of Composure. Every move has a tone represented by a symbol and in rock-paper-scissors fashion, you 

lower the composure of your opponent by selecting a move with a tone that beats the tone your 

opponent last used (regardless of category). Lowered composure means that your opponent loses more 

ground when you go for an Aggressive move; of course, you have to be mindful of your composure, 



since they can do the same to you. All this makes for an engaging system and a rare RPG Maker game 

that's dependent on strategy. 

Outside of these debates, you're mingling with guests and gathering gossip. You can approach a 

fellow party-goer with a topic and if sufficiently new information's learned on the topic, the topic is 

leveled up, which unlocks more dialogue from guests. There are special events throughout the game 

that's also cleared depending on a topic being at a certain level and doing it grants Stored EXP, the 

game's currency. With it, you can buy skills and extra skill slots (in the form of dapper bows, sometimes 

gained through leveling), so even if you're bad at discourse, finishing these special events can help you 

out. 

Generally, the game looks pretty good. The estate is nicely detailed and vibrant with colors, each 

room managing to look different. Unlike the IGMC contest version of the game, everyone's got a good 

talksprite that's pretty representative of who they are (from Whitty's no-nonsense attitude to Mrs. 

Prattle's wealthy condescension). The only thing that I'm kind of wondering about the art is the 

approach toward the overworld sprites. I don't quite understand why characters are represented as 

colored silhouettes, aside from easy representations of their houses? This was present in the game's 

original version, so it may likely be an intentional design decision, but it kinda feels off with me. 

While on the subject of presentation, there's the music. Last Word's soundtrack is full of calming 

tunes that exudes fanciness, which perfectly fits the setting. The battle themes for the game in the 

meantime are waltzy tunes, which are much more befitting of the context of the game's "fights" then 

standard RPG fare. The final boss of the game particularly adds a dramatic flair to the normal battle 

theme, making things feel more climactic without stepping away from the game's general tone. 

The game's also kinda interesting in that there are only a few actual maps in the game. Almost 

the entire game takes place on one map - or maybe variants of the same map that gradually change with 

each chapter. Sure, this means that there's pretty much no variety in environments, but variety would 

be unneeded in this context. Besides, more maps honestly would have made going for 100% harder. 

 

I nearly 100%'d the game in 9 hours, which I suppose could be the average playtime on this 

game if you're trying to go for everything. I say nearly because I'm missing out on two special events and 

they could have been time-sensitive things I missed (quick heads-up, interact with the bottle on the right 



of the table before the end of the second chapter). There are a bunch of side things to lengthen 

playtime, including a new game plus that adds a true ending if you're diligent enough. 

One side thing that you can do are Seymour's Challenges, a set of challenges starring one of the 

more important NPCs in the game's story. He engages in discourse with the other characters, which are 

more challenging than the standard discourses because you don't get to pick the skills he has and some 

of the challenges starts out with you and/or the other participants already on edge. While I think these 

challenges are good, what bothers me is that to play them, you have to level Seymour up, and he just 

sort of levels up on his own whenever you grind. It just kinda feels like unnecessary padding, but then 

again, you'll probably end up grinding to tackle some other challenges anyway. 

Last Word is overall a pretty nice game and it's a good example of what you can do in RPG 

Maker. Usually when people talk about RPG Maker games on Steam (when they aren't being negative), 

talk usually focuses on LISA or To the Moon and its related games and I feel that more attention should 

be given to Last Word. 

 

  



MAGIC WAND 

 

Our brave hero Radiget wanders the wastes, a hokey western tune playing as he steps around in 

his robes. Is he a knight? A wizard? A cowboy, as the opening music could allude to? Personally, I liked 

seeing him as an early Final Fantasy Red Mage, except decked out with a blue plague doctor mask. This 

man of mystery is on a quest for... nothing in particular, but he sure does love collecting capsule toys. 

Magic Wand is the latest commercial project by thecatamites, known for games such as Space 

Funeral, 50 Short Games, Goblet Grotto and Murder Dog IV: Trial of the Murder Dog. For $4 on itch.io or 

Steam, you can hop into a 3D representation of a JRPG world, a diorama mixed in with thecatamites' 

usual charm. 

 



 

This diorama world of Magic Wand is that of a JRPG where the hero doesn't really have a 

motivation. There are no flimsy plot reasons to push Radiget forward - in fact, when an inkling of a main 

narrative does appear, Radiget doesn't really care and in fact seems to accomplish these narrative goals 

by accident. NPCs mention other troubles and quests, bringing up what would be fragments of plot in 

normal games, but Radiget cares not. 

There is no true sense of danger either, creating anti-climaxes when things do get serious. 

Radiget can slay most foes with a single sword swing and while he has health that can be restored by 

soda (as it should be), there are no consequences for getting low. Radiget can keep on trucking even 

with negative health in the hundreds, no worse for wear. Some angels will occasionally fly down, 

presumably to claim his undead soul, but slashing them blows them up and heals Radiget in the holy 

explosion. 



 

It's sort of a JRPG that focuses more on exploration than fighting. Remember playing some game 

and wandering around on the overworld when you suddenly spot an interesting landmark? Remember 

getting a random encounter upon taking a few steps toward your destination and having to deal with a 

distraction for half a minute? No such troubles in Magic Wand, where most conflicts last a second and 

you can head straight to whatever interests you. Take a break from the not-narrative-pursuing and 

check out that tower. Relax and talk to the local NPCs screwing around. 

As for these NPCs, they're walking around in wonky sprites like Radiget, with different designs 

reflecting distorted forms of what would be considered typical RPG fare. At times, NPCs spout lore that 

is typically ridiculous yet perfectly legitimate for this universe. Sometimes, the dialogue is just plain non-

sequiturs - ramblings that are also just as legitimate as the lore. Deliberate typos occasionally pepper the 

dialogue like a poor English translation, old English speech occasionally being used liberally like an old 

Dragon Quest, often in ways that don't really make sense. Par for the course, really. 

There is of course Radiget's obsession with capsule toys, a player's obsession with side activities 

over a main plot. You'll occasionally get money from fighting jerks and breaking pots, which you'll need 

to feed Radiget's habit. These capsule toys are of characters in the game, with a brief note giving a bit of 

context behind them and you can admire them anytime in the menu. Now, there does seem to be a 

bunch of toys up for collecting, but these machines dispense prizes at random and just loves to give 

duplicates. I doubt that there's a prize for getting all the toys, but hey, look at 'em. 



 

This strange world is accompanied by a soundtrack from New Vaders. The music helps give the 

game its dreamlike qualities, synths conveying a peaceful yet exciting journey then suddenly turning 

harsh and frantic as Radiget somehow finds himself facing a stronger than usual foe. Even if you're 

turned off by the lo-fi aesthetics of Magic Wand, I can't imagine anyone hating on the music. 

Magic Wand is a delightful game and a fun take on an RPG, though it is on the short side. I found 

it enjoyable enough that the price-time ratio wasn't really a concern to me, especially as someone that 

likes the creator's past works. So, consider supporting your local vidcon maker and hop into an RPG 

diorama today! 

 

https://trashtronix.bandcamp.com/album/magic-wand

